
Ada Cole Couples 

Elvis

Tennessee

Zippy

Cupid

Gizmo

Tilly

We have lots of lovely couples at Rewings Ada Cole. The team there have told us 
about three well-known pairs so your challenge is to look at the six pictures below 
and work out who is coupled with who. Look at the clues and you can check your  

answers on the separate sheet. 

My bestie has the 
same name as a 
state in America.

My bestie has the 
same name as a 
famous rock’n’roll 

singer! 

My bestie’s name 
begins with a  

‘G’.

My bestie’s name 
rhymes with  

‘silly’ .

My girlfriend is named 
 after the ‘God of Love’. 

 You can also find her name in 
the ‘Lovely Ponies’  

game. 

My boyfriend’s 
name rhymes with 

‘yipee’!



Mountains Couples
We have lots of lovely couples at Rewings Mountains. The team there have told us 
about 3 well-known ones so your challenge is to look at the 6 pictures below and 

work out who is coupled with who. Look at the clues and you can check your  
answers on the separate sheet. 

Dayzee

Roly

Minnie

My bestie is named 
after a famous 

mouse! She is also an 
Adoption Star!

Petra

My bestie is also a 
donkey, like me! 

Gibson

Ellie 
Mae

My bestie’s name is 
the same as a type 
of flower (just spelt 

differently). 

My bestie’s name 
begins with an 

 ‘R’. 

My girlfriend is a  
piebald colour (black 

and white). 

My boyfriend’s name 
begins with a ‘G’. He is 
also an Adoption Star. 



Oxhill Couples
We have lots of lovely couples at Rewings Oxhill. The team there have told us 

about three well-known pairs so your challenge is to look at the six pictures below 
and work out who is coupled with who. Look at the clues and you can check your  

answers on the separate sheet. 

My bestie is named 
after something you 

may have for 
 breakfast.

  
You either  

love or hate my 
bestie’s name! 

(Think food spread.)

MarmiteMuesli

Toast

Turner

My bestie’s name 
also begins  
with a ‘T’. 

My bestie’s name is 
the result of toasting 

bread. 

Rumpel

My boyfriend is 
named after the 
Rumpelstiltskin  

fairytale.

My girlfriend’s name 
begins with  

an ‘F’.

Faith


